
Kisma Orbovich, Creator of The Prosperity Code™,  CEO of Illumination Academy™ and 
Co-host of Illumination Podcast™ is an expert at helping CEO’s and Entrepreneurs master 
their life and business through understanding the principles of the Spiritual and Universal 
Laws.   
  
Kisma  didn’t start out that way…from an early age her heart was in becoming a classical 
musician and performing on stages internationally. .  That took about 10  years to achieve  and 
another 20 years to complete. Meaning, she’s been there and done that and had the knowing that 
though her music career was incredibly successful, there was something more to life.  
  
Her quest for excellence as a musician  brought her to travels and study globally and intensive 
study in India (and continues to study there yearly) She now applies the mindset, knowledge 
and spiritual practices to her current business as well as imparting the wisdom to her clients. 
  
Kisma brings a unique power and groundedness to the spiritual work. Her clients thrive when 
they discover from her how to remove the beliefs that interrupt their success and awaken an 
innate wealth consciousness within. 
  
She’s been featured in entrepreneur.com, USA Today, i-heart radio, Thrive Global, Well+ Good 
as well as co-host of her own award winning podcast, Illumination Podcast with Nick and 
Kisma.  
  
Having produced her own live events, such as The Prosperity Code Live™ and The Miracle 
Codes Live™,  Kisma is a sought after guest speaker and teacher across industries. She’s a 
philosopher that has a unique  gift for teaching complex universal laws and making them 
applicable in everyday life and business.  

After decades performing on stage and over a decade coaching and training highly successful 
entrepreneurs, business owners and celebrities, her programs such as The Ashram Seekers 
and Masters and The School for Prosperous Thought™,  become go to material for those 
who want to thrive in a noisy and busy world. Peace comes from within as does prosperity.  
 
Kisma focuses on private coaching with high 6 and 7 and 8 figure business owners or corporate 
CEO’s. They use her teachings to reach a new level of success without stress and realize their 
highest potential.  The Prosperity Code System™ is unique in that it creates a step by step 
process to reach new levels of focus and awareness, profit and abundance, happiness and love.  
 
She lives in Carlsbad, CA and travels frequently to work with clients worldwide.  
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